LIST OF PROHIBITED ITEMS ON THE TERRITORY OF
THE WORLDSKILLS KAZAN 2019 VENUES

Exceptions
No.

Prohibited items
WHAT is allowed

1.

WHO is allowed

vehicles
of
the
Explosive substances, blasting Pyrotechnics as part of the Cargo
Competition
Organizer,
supplies, items stuffed with Cultural Programme.
contractors/partners and client
explosive substances or blasting
groups.
supplies:
- any gunpowder, in any amount
and in any package, service
cartridges (including small calibre),
gas gun cartridges, cartridges for
restricted
impact
firearms
(traumatic, gas and light and sound
impact), sporting cap (piston);
- pyrotechnic
equipment
(pyrotechnics): signal and light
flares, signal cartridges, landing
light flares, smoke cartridges, shotfirer matches, Bengal fires, railway
petards;
- trotyl, dynamite, tolite, ammonal
and other explosives;
- blasting
caps,
electrical
detonators, etc.

Way of
carrying/import
Logistic
delivery

Through
the
checkpoint

+

-

2.

Flammable and pyrotechnic
substances or articles, including
flares, firecrackers, gas cylinders
and objects (chemicals), which may
be used to manufacture pyrotechnic
objects or smokes.

3.

Weapons of any kind, including
defence weapons, ammunition or
parts of firearms (firearm, signal,
pneumatic, gas, any ammunition,
electroconvulsive devices and spark
dischargers, firearm main parts,
items that can be used as a weapon
(bats, etc.)), without the agreement
of the event organizers.
Stabbing or cutting items, knives,
other cold arms, as well as other
items, which may be used as arms.

4.

5.

Compressed and liquefied gas:

For Competitors and Team
Leaders for some skills, for
example: Plumbing &
Heating, Refrigeration & Air
Conditioning, Cooking,
Restaurant Service

Weapons and ammunition for
fulfilment of professional duty
obligations stipulated by the
Russian legislation.

Employees of the Federal
Executive Authorities on duty,
who are responsible for
ensuring safety.

-

+

Stationery (scissors, a cutter
knife, knives for cooks, knives
for Restaurant Service etc.).

Cargo vehicles of the
Competition Organizer,
contractors/partners and client
groups.
Competition personnel –
Experts, Workshop Managers,
Competitors, Team Leaders
etc. – via toolbox and via
infrastructure list.

+

-

Working tools stipulated under Under cl. 16 "Working Tools".
cl. 16 "Working Tools".
Oxygen containers in medical Cargo
vehicles
of
the
vehicles, gas bottles for skills Competition
Organizer,

+

+

+

-

- gas for domestic use (butanepropane) or other gas in any
container;
- gas containers filled with nerve
or lachrymatory agent, etc.

where Competitors weld or use
gas for other reason. Welding,
Refrigeration
&
Air
Conditioning,
Plumbing
&
Heating, Construction Metal
Work, Jewellery.

contractors/partners and client
groups.
Emergency first aid vehicles.

+

+

Gas containers with any irritating Accredited employees of FEA
and nerve agent.
on duty, who are responsible
for ensuring safety of the
events.

+

+

Nitrogen containers and other Cargo
vehicles
of
the
substances as part of the Cultural Competition
Organizer,
Programme.
contractors/partners and client
groups.
Gas for handling of cables, Cargo
vehicles
of
the
feeding of compressor units of Competition
Organizer,
fridges (a cooling agent, freon contractors/partners and client
gas for cleaning and repair, groups.
manual gas burners for repairing
(sealing) of damaged cooling
tubes).
Full elegas (sulfur hexafluoride) Cargo
vehicles
of
the
containers to handle high-voltage Competition
Organizer,
elegas switches (if there is the contractors/partners and client
respective equipment on site).
groups.
Full containers with propane, Cargo
vehicles
of
the
butane or a mixture thereof, Competition
Organizer,
acetylene and oxygen, which are

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

Competition personnel
–
Experts, Workshop Managers,
Competitors, etc,
in
exceptional circumstances

meant for bending, cutting and
welding of metal structures, as
well as for assembling rolled
roofing materials and hydroisolation.
Fire extinguishers stipulated by
vehicles'
configuration
in
accordance with the Road Traffic
Rules, as well as during
configuration of temporary
structures on the territory of
facilities in accordance with the
Fire Safety Rules of the Russian
Federation .
Full compressed nitrogen or
carbon dioxide containers for
equipment required during sale of
beverages on tap.
Full argon and carbon dioxide
containers for welding works in
the respective environment.
6.

Highly
flammable
and Petrol and diesel fuel.
combustible liquids, combustible
gases:
- Acetone;
- Petrol;
- Flammable oil samples;
- Methanol;
- Methyl acetate (methyl ether);
- Cellulose;

contractors/partners and client
groups.

All vehicles.

+

+

Cargo
vehicles
of
the
Competition
Organizer,
contractors/partners and client
groups.

+

-

Cargo
vehicles
of
the
Competition
Organizer,
contractors/partners and client
groups.
Cargo
vehicles
of
the
Competition
Organizer,
contractors/partners and client
groups.
Vehicles authorised by the
Competition
Organizer,
possessing an entry and
parking permit, upon request.
Through
the
checkpoint
(without logistic delivery) —
only in the fuel tank of a
vehicle
crossing
the
checkpoint.

+

-

+

-

+
-

+
+

- Ethers;
Liquids for maintenance of tools
- Ethyl cellosolve;
(in a toolbox).
- Bioethanol
(denaturated
ethanol).

Liquids for handling photo
equipment and video equipment
(not more than 500 ml per person
in case of checkpoint crossing).
Industrial oils and lubricants
required for maintenance and
repairing
of
mechanical,
electromechanical,
electrical,
thermal and mechanic and other
equipment, including various
lubricants and circuit-breaker oil.
Painting and polishing materials
and organic solvents required for
work with them.
Liquids for maintenance of bio
fireplaces (biological fuel).

7.

Accredited members of client
groups (not more than 500 ml
per person).
Cargo vehicles of the
Competition
Organizer,
contractors and client groups.
Accredited members of client
groups:
-Media;
-Broadcasting companies;
-Press.
Cargo vehicles of the
Competition
Organizer,
contractors/partners.

Cargo vehicles of the
Competition
Organizer,
contractors/partners.
Cargo
vehicles
of
the
Competition
Organizer,
contractors/partners.
vehicles
of
the
Toxic, poisonous substances and Painting and polishing materials Cargo
and solvents (including aerosols Competition
Organizer,
substances with a strong odour:
- any liquid or solid virulent (e.g. for domestic needs)) in a contractors/partners.
poisonous substances in any toolbox.
package;
brucine,
nicotine,
strychnine,
tetrahydrofurfuryl
alcohol,
antifreeze, brake fluid, ethylene

-

+

+

-

+

+

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

8.

9.

10.

11.

glycol, mercury, all salts of
hydrocyanic acid and cyanic
preparations,
cyclone,
black
cyanide, white arsenic, other
poisonous and toxic substances
prohibited by the laws of the
Russian Federation.
Flammable solid substances:
- spontaneously
flammable
substances;
- substances involving highly
flammable gases in contact with
water (potassium, sodium, metal Without exemptions.
calcium and their alloys, calcium
phosphide, white, yellow and red
phosphorus and all other substances
related to the category of flammable
solid substances).
Oxidizing agents and organic Without exemptions, but for Hairdressing Competitors who could use them for their
work
peroxides
Toxic substances, radioactive
materials, caustic and corroding
agents (strong mineral acids:
hydrochloric acids, sulphuric acid, Without exemptions.
nitric acid and others, hydrofluoric
acid and other strong acids and
corrosive substances).
Other
substances,
objects,
articles, including self-made ones,
Without exemptions.
whose use may result in smoke or
fire

12.

13.

Devices and objects, including
self-made ones, which are not
pyrotechnic articles used for
spreading, spraying different
materials
and
substances
(pneumatic crackers)
Medicines over 1 package, more
than 7 different names (in any form
(incl. sprays, drops, syringes, etc.)
in factory package) and medical
products.

Without exemptions.

Medicines in the volumes
stipulated
by
a
doctor's
prescription order or a copy
thereof (a document in Russian
or English), providing such
prescription order is submitted.
Medical
products
(medical
equipment, expendable materials
and medicines) in accordance
with legislation of the Russian
Federation.

Persons passing through the checkpoint,
subject
to
fulfilling the terms for
providing exemptions. E.g.
Epi-pen or diabetic needle for
medical reason.
Medical personnel of the +
Competition
Organizer
(including mobile teams).
Ambulance team. Epi-pen or
diabetic needle for medical
reason.

+

Full first aid kits to provide first Cargo vehicles of the +
aid, which are to be located in the Competition
Organizer,
work areas.
contractors/partners or in
toolboxes.
Firs aid kits stipulated by All vehicles.
+
vehicles'
configuration
in
accordance with the Road Traffic
Rules of the Russian Federation.

-

+

-

14.

15.

16.

Narcotic, psychotropic and other Storage, transportation and
toxic substances, their precursors, application of narcotic and
including those in the form of drugs. psychotropic
substances
according to the procedure
stipulated by the legislation of the
Russian Federation.
In the form of medicines in the
volumes
stipulated
by
a
therapeutic use exemption or a
doctor's prescription order or a
copy thereof (a Russian or
English document), providing
such prescription order is
submitted.
Paint containers for marking.
Aerosol containers

Working tools

Emergency
first
aid +
responders working on site.

+

Persons passing through the checkpoint,
subject
to
fulfilling the terms for
providing exemptions.

+

Cargo
vehicles
of
the +
Competition
Organizer,
contractors/partners and client
groups.
Medicines not more than 1 All individuals.
package, not more than 7
different names (in factory
package).
Working tools, construction, Cargo
vehicles
of
the +
repair, assembly equipment Competition
Organizer,
(including welding machines, contractors/partners and client
cutting items and other tools) — groups.
only through the checkpoint for Accredited persons provided
accredited persons.
there is a respective hologram.
Manufacturing tools for catering, Cargo
vehicles
of
the +
including knives, slicers, graters Competition
Organizer,
and other equipment.
contractors/partners and client
groups.

-

+

+

+

Accredited persons of catering
operators — without executing
an application, if there is a
respective hologram on an
accreditation badge or a pass.
Medical tools. Also, in Health Cargo
vehicles
of
the +
and Social Care Skill for Competition
Organizer,
simulation.
contractors/partners and client
groups.
Accredited persons (medical
personnel)
—
without
executing an application, if
there is a respective hologram
on an accreditation badge or a
pass.
Working
tools
(including
screwdrivers,
box
cutters,
scissors, pincers, hammers, nails,
drills and other tools).

17.

Glass containers and bottles

Cargo
vehicles
of
the +
Competition
Organizer,
contractors/partners and client
groups.
Accredited persons, if there is
a respective hologram on an
accreditation badge or a pass.
Beverages in glass containers to Cargo vehicles of the +
be sold in the advanced catering Competition
Organizer,
zones.
contractors/partners and client
groups.
Authorized food and beverage
operators

+

+

-

18.

vehicles
of
the +
Liquids in containers of over Liquids permitted for cargo Cargo
delivery hereunder – without any Competition
Organizer,
500 ml
volume restrictions.
contractors/partners and client
groups.

-

19.

Thermal bottles and flasks

Beverages in thermal bottles and According to the decision of
flasks.
the head of the venue USP –
accredited employees of FEA
responsible
for
ensuring
safety, employees of PSC,
ticket collectors and X-Ray
machine operators
Food and drinks (incl. alcoholic Foodstuffs and soft drinks.
According to the decision of
drinks)
the head of the facility USP
jointly with the Competition
Organizer –
accredited
employees
and
certain
categories of spectators (based
on the health state).
Food and drinks (incl. alcoholic Authorized food and beverage
drinks and drinks in glass operators.
containers) to be sold on the
facility territory.
Infant food, infant milk and All individuals.
sterilised water, including in
glass containers, to all facilities:
- Soya milk for children;
- Sterilised water for
children;
- Breast milk or cow milk
meant for children;

+

+

+

+

+

-

+

+

20.

21.

Any animals

22.

Scooters not intended for the
transportation of people with
reduced mobility.

23.

Sports gear and equipment,
including bikes, rollerblades,
skateboards and push stand-up
scooters

- Infant food of different
degrees of consistency.
In some cases, the volume can
exceed 500 ml, but not more than
1l per child. Adults carrying
infant food and milk can be
requested to provide them for
inspection.
Working dogs.
Employees of FEA on duty,
who are responsible for
ensuring safety.
Guide dogs if there is a veterinary Disabled persons and other
document containing marks of representations of the group of
duly performed vaccinations, as people with reduced mobility,
well as a document of the who have tickets for a special
established format for such guide category of people.
dog.
Wheelchairs,
electric Disabled persons and other
wheelchairs, electric 3- or 4- representatives of the group of
wheel scooters meant for people with reduced mobility.
transportation of people with
reduced mobility (under 700 mm
wide and 1,300 mm high, with a
turning radius of 900 mm and a
reversing width of under 1,500
mm; the speed of such electric
scooters and electric wheelchairs
shall not exceed 6 km/h).
Vehicles required as part of the Cargo vehicles of the
Cultural Programme.
Competition
Organizer,
contractors/partners. During

-

+

-

+

+

+

+

+

construction time golf cars,
scooters and bikes are allowed.
24.

25.

Radio-electronic
frequency devices

TV
and
equipment

and

high- Devices with the respective All accredited persons.
labelling.

+

+

Radio-stations of employees of Accredited employees of FEA +
security
agencies,
law responsible for ensuring safety.
enforcement agencies, other
employees
responsible
for
ensuring safety of the event.
Owned mobile radio-sets for All individuals.
audio
and
descriptive
commenting, without labelling.

+

telecommunication TV (professional) cameras
carrying the respective marks of
the main TV-broadcaster,
except for digital satellite
newsgathering (DSNG), outside
broadcasting units (OB Vans)
and their support cars.
TV radio-transmitting devices
carrying the respective marks of
the Radio-Frequency Service.

+

Accredited employees of +
organizations
holding
broadcasting rights.
Accredited
employees
belonging to the "TVBroadcasters" category.

+

Accredited employees of +
organizations
holding
broadcasting rights.
Employees of the main TVbroadcaster.

+

26.

27.

28.

Telecommunication
and
measuring equipment (including
radio measuring sets, spectrum
analysers, R&S, FSH, LAN/GB
Ethernet/BER E1 testers, devices
for optical fibre handling (tester,
reflectometer,
compact
reflectometer, welding machine,
cleaver).
Tripods for photo and video All tripods types.
equipment (with three supports
(tripod)
and
one
support
(monopod)).
Materials
of
extremist,
derogatory or discriminatory
nature, which contain Nazi
emblems or symbols, or emblems
and
symbols
of
extremist
organizations,
or
aimed
at
discrimination of any kind against a
country, person or a group of
persons on the basis of race, skin
Without exemptions.
colour, ethnic, national or social
origin, and status by place of birth,
financial standing, age or other
status, gender, disability, language,
religion, political or other beliefs,
sexual orientation or for any other
reason, including, but not limited to,
banners, flags, symbols and
emblems, leaflets, clothes.
Religious books for personal use.

Cargo
vehicles
of
the +
Competition
Organizer,
contractors/partners and client
groups.
Accredited representatives of
the "TV-Broadcasters" client
group.

+

Accredited members of client +
groups:
- Media;
- TV-broadcasters.

+

All individuals.

+

+

Advertising materials of any kind,
printed products with religious,
political or insulting content or
content that contravenes public
order and/or morals (including
banners, transparencies, posters,
signs and their analogues).

29.

Objects
with
trademarks,
brands, brand names, logos, and
other kinds of trademarks or
information, which are not a
partner of the Event, the
Competition Organizer or WSI,
whose display may be used for
commercial purposes

Banners sized not over 2x1.5 m,
whose content shall be aimed at
supporting competitors and shall
not include any derogatory,
offensive or discriminatory texts,
words, symbols and images,
including those aimed at
discrimination of any kind
against a country, person or a
group of persons on the basis of
race, skin colour, ethnic, national
or social origin, and status,
gender, disability, language,
religion, political beliefs, sexual
orientation or for any other
reason.
Advertising
materials
not
opposing to cl. 27 (including
banners, billboards, posters,
signs and similar items) and
meant to be distributed by
commercial partners of the
Competition Organizer.
Objects with trade marks
brands, brand names, logos, or
other kinds of trade marks to be
sold in the territory of the venue
by the Event partners, which have
an or are in an official
relationship with WorldSkills
International, the Competition

All individuals.

+

+

Cargo
vehicles
of
the +
commercial partners of the
Competition Organizer.

-

Cargo
vehicles
of
the +
Competition
Organizer
partners with the WSI approval

-

30.

31.

Musical instruments and brass
fittings
to
extract
sounds
(including vuvuzelas)

Technical equipment that may
prevent the staging of events or
cause inconvenience to their
participants (laser devices, hand
lamps), radio stations, sound
amplification devices

Organizer, or the Member
Organization.
 Horns;
 Pipes.
Musical instruments and brass
fittings to facilitate activities in
the areas of the Commercial
Displays, without the right of sale
to spectators. Speakers are
allowed in workshops for
consultation as per layout. Sound
system
allowed
during
ceremonies.
Sound
system
allowed during meetings and
Conference program.
Generally accepted devices for
supporting competitors.
Laser rangers in the professional
photo and video equipment,
lasers for measurement and
displaying systems, other laser
measurement tools.
Equipment
to
deliver
presentations whose operation is
based on laser radiation,
including
laser
pointers.
Speakers
are
allowed
in
workshops for consultation as per
layout. Sound system allowed
during
ceremonies.
Sound

Spectators, accredited persons. +

+

Cargo
vehicles
of
the +
Competition
Organizer,
contractors/partners and client
groups.

-

All individuals.

+

+

Cargo
vehicles
of
the +
Competition
Organizer,
contractors/partners and client
groups.
Accredited persons – upon
request.
Cargo
vehicles
of
the +
Competition
Organizer,
contractors/partners and client
groups.
Accredited persons

+

+

32.

33.

34.
35.

36.

37.

38.

system allowed during meetings
and Conference program.
Moving and gliding aircraft and Only certified and authorised (Official) object, such as Drones, can be used on site within
their models (gliders, drones, kites, the official flight path/flight plan, authorised model and with a qualified and authorised
etc.).
operator. Any other user forbidden!
For spectators – bulky objects, Without exemptions.
the sum of whose three dimensions
(length, width and height) exceeds
75cm.
For spectators – folding chairs or
Without exemptions.
benches.
For spectators – flagpoles or poles It is allowed to use only flexible
of any type.
plastic and the so-called double
poles no more than 1 metre long Spectators
+
+
and 1 centimetre in diameter,
made of non-flammable material
For spectators — masks, helmets, Instances specially provided by Spectators
+
+
and any other means of masking or the Event facilitator.
objects
made
specially
to
complicate establishing identity.
For spectators – means of bodily In case of medical indications (a Spectators
+
protection: body armour, body medical document in Russian or
protection used for martial arts and English).
in extreme kinds of sports, or
corsets.
For spectators – devices used to Spectators are authorised to take photos, share photos, videos and live stream from a
record, transmit, stream, upload, public point of view as long as they do not interfere with the skills competitions or
post and otherwise distribute Competitors and it’s not done for commercial purposes
audio, video or photo images,
descriptions, data, results of the
competitions or statistics with the
use of any transmission type,

39.
40.

41.

including Internet, radio, TV,
transmission via PC, mobile phone,
support data devices, as well as any
media and platforms, other digital
technologies,
networks
for
distributing
displaying,
transmitting data and other
functions, including social media or
blog
platforms,
websites,
applications and other similar
media means, as well as any other
existing
or
future
media
technologies (currently known and
those that can be invented or
developed in the future), if these
actions are performed.
For spectators – painting Without exemptions.
substances
For spectators – any powder-like Medicines according to cl. 13
substances in any volume.
and 14 hereof.
Personal hygiene items.
Any
items
that
resemble Without exemptions.
prohibited items, or their copies
or analogues

Spectators.

-

+

